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Good afternoon. <NAME & INTRO>Thank you for giving us the opportunity to present to you today about electric load flexibility. While this is a rather technical aspect of energy policy, but it is an area of our work where we believe collaborating with you is especially important. Electric load flexibility is a tool that can improve the quality of energy services, manage energy costs, and reduce environmental impacts… But only if consumers are able and willing to use it. This is an equity issue because historically more affluent consumers have had better to new energy service tools and resources. We are here today to seek your guidance on how to ensure that future efforts are equitable.



Goals for Today

• What is Load Flexibility
• Why it is an Equity Issue
• Engagement Opportunities
 Policy
 Education
 Standards
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Our goals for today are three-fold: First, to discuss what we mean when we say, “load flexibility”Second, to discuss why load flexibility is important and why it is an equity issue, Third, to summarize some of the many areas of our work where we would like your input on how to ensure equitable benefits from load flexibility, and to give you a focused briefing on one of those topics.Load flexibility is a part of multiple current formal proceedings and policy discussions at the Energy Commission, we believe it will be part of the solution to many energy policy concerns, and we are eager to hear your perspective on these projects. Today I will cover these three topics at a high level, then my colleague Messay Betru will describe one of our relevant rulemaking proceedings in more detail. 
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In order to describe what we mean by load flexibility, I think it’s helpful to start with a little background on our electricity system, and the transition that it is currently going through. While our electricity is increasingly renewable, our electric grid is still primarily supported by fossil gas power generation. California is on a transition to a 100% clean energy supply. As we move toward that future, we must change the way the grid operates. We are transitioning from an electric grid where generation responds to demand, to a grid that relies on intermittent renewable generation and relatively expensive energy storage. Our current grid responds with increased generation when we flip a light switch. The grid of the future will rely on generation that runs when the wind blows and the sun shines. While I’m sure most of you are aware of why we are transitioning to a 100% clean energy supply, I want to take a moment to emphasize two prominent drivers…



Solar Costs

Source: Tracking the Sun: Installed Price Trends for Distributed Photovoltaic Systems in the United States – 2018 edition, September 2018, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
https://emp.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/tracking_the_sun_2018_edition_final_0.pdf
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First is cost.The cost of renewable energy has declined incredibly over the past decade… these graphs show the many fold cost reductions in both rooftop and utility scale solar. Similar cost reductions have occurred for wind energy. Today the least cost source of new energy supply is almost always renewable. 

https://emp.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/tracking_the_sun_2018_edition_final_0.pdf


 

Kent Porter /The Press Democrat via 
AP
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Second is the environment. What we once called climate change, became climate disruption, and is now clearly a climate crisis. 
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In response to the climate crisis, the state of California has set a range of aggressive decarbonization goals that build on decades of environmental targets. Largely due to this confluence of both the economic and political drivers, we are making rapid progress on our transition to a clean energy supply.



What is Load Flexibility?

• The Value of Energy
• Voluntary & Automatic
• Save Money & Reduce Impacts

A voluntary change in electric 
demand while maintaining or 

improving service quality.
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So back to load flexibility… -- The value of energy -- and increasingly the environmental impact of that energy -- varies over time… from hour to hour, day to day, and even season to season. This variation is due to many factors including the cost of equipment to generate and transmit the energy, the cost of fuel, and wide variations in consumer demand. Historically these short-term changes have been hidden from consumers by averaging the cost over longer periods and presenting the consumer with an average cost per unit of energy. -- All electrical devices have a time scale over which they require energy. For example, my computer needs energy on a time scale of less than a second. Even a brief interruption will destroy the service it provides. In contrast, my refrigerator needs energy on a time scale of minutes. I can unplug it and plug it back in without any problems, and I would never notice if the icemaker and defrost cycle moved their use by a few hours each day. Air conditioning and heating loads in a properly insulated building can be shifted by an hour or more without reducing comfort, and that value compounds with the raw energy efficiency value of the insulation. And some loads can be shifted by multiple hours without any disruption to the user.-- In contrast to historic demand response programs that asked consumers to curtail energy use during emergencies, modern load flexibility automates loads to save money and reduce both the environmental impact of energy use. These changes are especially beneficial when they are automated, and when they do not impact the quality of service. Load flexibility is essentially time efficiency. That means we accomplish the same service at a lower cost by shifting the time the energy is used. -- By voluntarily optimizing and automating load where beneficial, we can reduce the need for new grid upgrades, reduce the cost of new renewables, and manage the cost of energy services to all consumers.



Load Flexibility 

SHAPE SHIFT SHED SHIMMY

Years Seasons Days Day/Night Hours Minutes Seconds

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, “2025 Demand Response Potential Study” (March 2017)
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So back to the grid impact…When we optimize loads to the renewable generation on the grid, we reduce the cost of supplying that energy. Load flexibility can be an every hour of everyday tool that is invisible to most end use consumers outside of major emergencies. Generally, there are four kinds of load flexibility, each available over different timescales:-- SHAPE is a passive long-term change to load that tunes it to the available supply. For example, improved building envelopes, thermal mass, or passive heating and cooling techniques shape heating and cooling loads. In aggregate over millions of buildings, this can result in more predictable demand.-- SHIFT is automated demand management over days and hours. For example, pre-conditioning of spaces or hot water before demand peaks, or intelligent electric vehicle charging in response to a dynamic price. -- SHED is the traditional demand response load curtailment in response to critical needs. Modern shed can and should be targeted, even in emergencies, to prevent the need for widespread and damaging outages. -- And finally, SHIMMY is the synthetic inertia that will help maintain the voltage and frequency of the grid over minutes and seconds when most generation resources are intermittent



Income vs. Electricity Costs

  Income
  Electricity Costs

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Consumer Expenditure Survey in 2017-2018
Source data at https://www.bls.gov/cex/2017/research/income-ca.htm
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So why is this an equity issue? This is California data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and I’m guessing this is no surprise to any of you…The blue line shows reported taxable income, and the black line shows the amount those households spent on electricity. It shows that annual household electricity expenditures are nearly the same for the highest income earners as they are for the lowest. As with so many things in the energy space, it is not the energy itself that consumers need and want, it is the services that energy provides. Energy efficiency is about achieving the same or better energy service with less energy. Load flexibility is about achieving the same or better energy services by moving the time of energy use. Load flexibility is a tool that can control costs and maintain stability as we transition to a clean energy system. We must ensure that low income and disadvantaged consumers benefit equitably from this tool. 



Engagement Opportunities
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We have many current projects that aim to leverage load flexibility to achieve their goals. I will briefly cover a few of them here, and then Messay will describe one in more detail. 



Transportation Electrification
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Transportation is an energy service. Electric transportation is much less expensive per mile than the status quo, but we know that first costs will be a challenge for lower income consumers. We must consider how consumers will refuel - or recharge - those vehicles. As we address an equitable transition to electric transportation, load flexibility for EV charging will represent enormous added value for consumers that could accelerate the availability of electric transportation for low income households. 



Building Energy Standards
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Setting a statewide minimum building energy efficiency standard has been one of the core responsibilities of our agency since the late 1970s. The current code requires residential distributed solar generation, where it makes sense, and includes an option for all electric construction. Recent updates have added consideration of distribution grid impacts, battery storage, and connected water heatersWe update the building energy code on a rolling three-year cycle. The next building energy code update cycle will start later this year and go into effect in 2025. I expect a heavy focus in that proceeding on building load flexibility, given our ambitious climate goals and recent rapid advances in both energy storage and automation. 



Load Management Standards

…a program of electrical load 
management for each utility…

• Energy Storage
• Automation
• Rates (recommendations)
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Our Load Management Standards authority allows us to influence utility programs for electrical load management.Like the CEC’s building and appliance standards, these standards are about protecting consumers… Our standards aim to empower consumers… to voluntarily automate their flexible loads to save money… improve reliability… and reduce environmental impact. 



Appliance Standards
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Lastly, our appliances standards, which is the subject of Messay’s presentation. While we have had the authority to set energy efficiency standards for appliances since the 1970s, in 2019 we were given new authority to regulate the load flexibility and greenhouse gas emissions of appliances sold within the state. Just a few months ago, in December 2020, we held our first workshop to seek input on how to best use this new authority, which appliances to regulate, and weather to focus on specific design requirements or general performance targets. 



  

https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/GO
ES

Messay Betru
messay.betru@energy.ca.gov

Gabriel D. Taylor, P.E.
gabriel.taylor@energy.ca.gov

Energy Efficiency Division
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There are numerous other relevant projects, and we can of course provide you more information on any of these, but our goal today is to focus on the common thread of load flexibility. As we transition to a clean energy system, enormous value will be generated by flexible loads. Our goal is to ensure that consumers received a fair – and equitable – share of that value.I now turn over to Messay to go into detail on our current Flexible Demand Appliance Standards. 
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